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Pipelining the Wash 

•  Divide into 4 steps: 
–  Wash, Dry, Fold, Put Away 

•  Perform the steps in parallel 
–  Wash 1 
–  Wash 2, Dry 1 
–  Wash 3, Dry 2, Fold 1 
–  Wash 4, Dry 3, Fold 2, Put away 1 
–  Wash 5, Dry 4, Fold 3, Put away 2 



Pipelining and Speedup 

•  One load still takes 4 “steps” 
•  But, instead of starting a new load every 

4 steps, we can start a new load every 
step 

•  The more jobs we do, the more we save 
•  Limit = # “steps” x as fast 



Time Savings 

•  N loads = 3+N steps 
–  1 load = 4 steps 
–  10 loads = 13 steps  (vs. 40 non-pipelined) 
–  1000 loads = 1003 stpes (vs. 4000 non-pipelined) 

•  As the number of loads grows, the time 
savings approaches the number of steps 
–  But each load takes as long as before! 



Pipelining Computer 
Instructions 

•  Divide each instruction into “stages” 
•  Provide enough hardware so that all 

stages can operate simultaneously 
•  Provide additional hardware for dealing 

with “hazards” (later) 



MIPS Steps 

1.  Fetch instruction from memory 
2.  Read registers while decoding 

instruction 
3.  Execute operation or calculate 

memory address 
4.  Access memory 
5.  Write result into a register 



Single-Cycle Execution Times 
(ps) 

Instruct. fetch Reg. ALU Mem Reg. Total 
Lw 200 100 200 200 100 800 

Sw 200 100 200 200 700 

R-format 200 100 200 100 600 

Branch 200 100 200 500 



Effect of Pipelining MIPS 

•  5 stages, corresponding to columns in 
table 

•  Each instruction spends 200ps in each 
stage (longest stage time) 

•  Single instruction now takes 1000ps 
(200x5) - slower than single-cycle! 

•  BUT a new instruction can start every 
200ps  (approaching 4x speedup) 



Pipelining and Performance 

•  Pipelining increases instruction 
throughput 
– Number of instructions started (or finished) 

per unit time 
•  Pipelining does not decrease instruction 

execution time (also known as latency) 
– Time to execute 1 instruction 



MIPS Designed for Pipelining 

•  All instructions are the same length 
–  Single fetch cycle suffices 

•  Few instruction formats, registers always in 
the same place 
–  Decode & access registers in same cycle 

•  No memory access in ALU instructions 
–  Calculate memory address in same stage that 

would otherwise execute ALU instruction 
–  Otherwise we’d need address, memory and 

calculate stages 



Pipeline Hazards 

•  Three types of situations where the 
pipeline “breaks down”, and the 
instructions cannot execute immediately 
– Structural Hazard 
– Data Hazard 
– Control Hazard 



Structural Hazard 

•  The hardware cannot support the 
combination of operations that are 
supposed to happen at once 

•  Examples:   
– Washer/dryer vs. washer and dryer 
– One memory for instructions & data vs. two 

•  Solution:  add more hardware! 



Data Hazards 

•  The execution of one step requires the 
result of another 

•  Example: 
1.  Add $s0, $t0, $t1 
2.  Sub $t2, $s0, $t3 

Load De-
code 

ALU [mem] Reg 

Load De-
code 

ALU 



Solution: Forwarding 

Load De-
code 

ALU (mem
) 

Reg 

Load De-
code 

ALU 

Add hardware for direct connection from 
ALU result back to ALU input 



Another Data Hazard 

Lw $s0, 0(DATA) 
Add $t1, $s0, $s1 

Load De-
code 

ALU mem Reg 

Load De-
code 

ALU [mem] Reg 

Forwarding doesn’t work (back in time)! 



Pipeline Stall (Bubble) 
Load De-

code 
ALU mem Reg 

Load De-
code 

X X X 

X X ALU [mem] Reg 

Wait 2 cycles instead of 1 for the next 
instruction… 



Reordering instructions 

•  Instead of a bubble, put another instruction 
during the wait! 

•  Example: 
–  Lw $t1, 0($t0) 
–  Lw $t2, 4($t0) 
–  Add $t3, $t1, $t2 
–  Sw $t3, 12($t0) 
–  Lw $t4, 8($t0) 



Control Hazards 

•  We can’t load the next instruction after a 
branch until we know  if it’s taken 

Load 
(beq) 

De-
code 

ALU mem Reg 

? X X X X 

X Load 
(dest) 

De-
code 

ALU [mem] Reg 



Branch Prediction 

•  Take a guess that the branch will (or will 
not) be taken. 

•  Load the predicted instruction next 
–  If the guess is correct, no delay 
–  If not, stall and load the correct instruction 

in the next cycle 



Methods of Prediction 

•  Always assume branch will be untaken 
•  Use knowledge of programming 

– Branch at top of while loop usually untaken 
– Branch at bottom of until loop usually taken 

•  Dynamic prediction 
– Keep track of how many times each branch 

is taken and assume accordingly 



Delayed Branch 

•  Reordering: put an instruction that 
should always be executed immediately 
after the branch (instead of a bubble) 

•  MIPS does this 
–  Instruction before a branch is actually 

executed “after” the branch 
– Assembler hides this from the programmer  


